


Alex
I am 14. I have a scooter which my life 
revolves around, and I love my iPod more 
than allot of other things. I am very in-
terested in romance novels, and I have an 
unnatural obsession with vampires. I am 
currently in a relationship and am going 
into 8th grade. I used to be on my school 
wrestling team, and that’s about it.

Andrew
My name is Andrew H. and I’m 14 years old and I’m 
going to 9th grade in Cupertino High School this year. 
I’m a fast eater, walker, and runner and a solid defend-
er. In basketball, I can jump extremely high and block 
shots and spin one on my finger. My favorite fast food 
chains are McDonalds, Burger King, Taco Bell, Del 
Taco, Little Caesars, Pizza Hut, and KFC. I also love 
playing video games. Some game series I like are the 
Pokemon, Mario, and Need for Speed. 

Anya
My favorite color is green. I 
play soccer and I fence. My 
favorite books are the Harry 
Potter series. When I am not 
fencing or playing soccer I 
am out riding my bike, rock 
climbing, or making some 
form of art. I love to draw. 
My favorite T.V. series is 
Avatar the Last Airbender.

Jonathan
13 Years old, Short, Funny, Nice, 
Caring, Sympathetic, Random, 
Embarrassing, Athletic, Annoying. 
All those words describe me. I en-
joy reading, science, math, playing 
hockey and soccer, writing, and 
drawing in my spare time. 
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Cierra
My name is Cierra, I am 
14 years old, about to 
be 15. I go to Los Gatos 
High School. I played on 
the badminton team but I 
wasn’t jayvee 1. But my 
friends Kayla & Hannah 
were. I also like to shop for 
clothes and etc. I have a dog 
named Snuggles and a cat 
named Rosetta. Snuggles 
is a Chihuahua mixed with 
a beagle; my cat is a Sia-
mese sphinx that’s hairless. 
My Dad is a cardiologist, a 
heart doctor. My mom stays 

Erik
Hi I’m Erik! I’m 13 and go to Fisher 
Middle School in Los Gatos. I like 
longboarding, volleyball, mountain 
biking, video games, making car-
toons using PowerPoint, and hang-
ing out with my friends. I joined 
Purple Team because I like filming, 
acting in, and editing movies. If I 
were to do SOS again next year I 
would do Orange Team because I 
heard from my friends there that that 
team is also a lot of fun.

jason
My name is Jason I am on the purple team and 13 years. I am 
very technological and love to play video games. I play roller 
hockey and love to mountain climb. My favorite type of food is 
Japanese and none of this stuff is on my Facebook profile.

Lizeth
My name is Lizeth Diaz .I was born in Veracruz  Mexico. 
I’m part of the purple team  the best team in SOS. Both of my 
parents  were born in Mexico as well, but my sister was born 
here in the U.S. I could talk about fashion all day and not get 
tired but I’m not a girly girl. Girly girls actually irritate me. I 
love playing sports and my favorite color is neon green. I love 
hanging out with my friends and talking about celebrities. When 
Igrow up I want to become a professional dentist.
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Matt
My name is Matt and I 
am on the purple team. 
I love to work with 
electronic devices like 
computers and cameras 
so I thought that the 
purple team would be 
a fun experience. In 
my spare time I like to 
make videos with my 
friends, work on cars, 
and play xBox. I also 
love to eat anything 
that is sugary and bads 
for me! That’s me, by!

Noelia
Hey^_^,my name is Noelia I am part of the purple team.
the reason I picked the purple  team was because when I 
read about the purple teami thought it seemed very interest-
ing and something I would want to do such as making a 
movie and the zine.i am very shy in some ways like I feel 
uncomfortable being myself around people I don’t know.
my favorite color is purple .i have a little 6 year old sister 
and a little brother.When I grow up I want to be a dentist,or 
a photographer. Thanks for reading about me!

Ben

Hi my name is Ben “Tyrone” and I am a cool person.  I have 
played baseball for several years. My positions that I play are 
first base, third base, pitcher, left field, and right field. I also play 
Airsoft at local fields around San Jose. I have a cat.
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Medini
Hi! My name is Me-
dini Rastogi, I’m 13, 
and I go to Cupertino 
Middle School.  I love 
being crazy and having 
a lot of fun. My favor-
ite sport is water polo 
and I wish I could live 
underwater and be a 
mermaid. 

Sarah
My name is Sarah. I’m 14 and go to 
Notre Dame high school. I enjoy sleep-
ing. When I’m not sleeping in my bed 
I’m lounging around at a friend’s house. 
I like tumblr.  I have two guinea pigs 
named Donna and Rosie, a bird named 
harry, and a dog named Emma. I have 
dual citizenship with the USA and Eng-
land, because my parents moved here 
right when I was born. I used to have a 
English accent but I lost it in 3rd grade 
because kids were making fun of me.

Shane
Shane’s favorite color is green. He enjoys play-
ing baseball, and most likely any other game you 
can find. Shane’s favorite team is the purple team 
of course. Shane enjoys playing video games and 
occasionally reading a GOOD book. He also enjoys 
going outside and hanging out.

The Purple Team
 At this point in the Zine, 
you’re probably full of questions. 
Who made this thing? Why? Is this 
supposed to be community service? 
What is happening? Who AM I??
 Well, sir or madam, I’m sorry to 
say, I cannot help you to find the 
meaning of life, but maybe you’ll 

find some comfort in knowing that you are 
reading the Purple Team Zine. The Purple Team, 
in addition to performing a variety of 
community service activities, creates a 
magazine (just like this one) every single 
session. Why? To inform campers, parents, and 
community members like yourself, about the 
current state of the world. News, pop culture, 
games, and SOS info are among the many topics 
you’ll find in these hallowed 
pages. 
 Aside from publishing this 
(oh-so-wonderful) piece of 
literature once a session, the 
Purple Team also creates a 
movie about Summer of Service 
once per summer. Chances are, 
you or someone you know will be 
starring in this cinematic 
masterpiece. Come see it!
 We also work with musem visitors to make 
floor activities, arts and crafts which are 
designed to teach kids about art and science.
 Obviously, you still have a lot left to 
ponder, but this will (hopefully) help at least 
a little.
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Zine Word Search During this session they are arranging a 
play about the mammoth that was found in 
the Guadalupe river about five years ago. 



NaturalMeet the striped team:

The striped team is the leadership team. 
They are led by David –awesome guy, and 
Kevin –just as awesome, and there intern 
Andrea- again, awesome.

 They do things like, throw a luau at a se-
nior center, arrange rev-ups and reflections. 
They also go to RAFT. 



Bridges
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Important News Events 2011
In Order Of Date
by Jonathan

Jared Loughner Attempts To 
Assassinate Congresswoman 

Gabrielle Giffords

January 8

Egyptian Protests

Early February

February - Now

Libyan Protests Cause Gas Prices 
To Rise 20%

February 11

President Hosni Mubarak Resigns 
From Egyptian Office, Leaving 

Control To The Military

March 11
Major Earthquake And Tsunami Hit 

Japan

The Red Team
 The red team helps out the community in many ways. They 
help donate and give money to the poor as well as food and clothes. 
They work at sacred heart as well as many other sites that give items 
to the poor in which they are in desperate need of. The red team’s main 
purpose is to give money, food, and clothes to the poor. The poor are 
in need of lots of items that we think are just everyday items. The Red 
Team also helps pack food to deliver to people in need of food. They 
also organize donated clothes for people who are in need of clothes. 
Basically the red team helps out the needy and the poor. The red team 
is one of the most important teams in S.O.S. The red team makes the 
needy and the poor happy and saves them money by donating it to 
their time and effort to good causes. Thanks Red Team!



Tornadoes In The South
164 In Month Of April Still Not Beating 
Record Of 407 From 1954, Death Toll 

In April 249, As of July 4, 19613 Torna-
does Reported, 1413 Confirmed, Death 
Toll Estimated Around 544 As Of June

April - Now

Obama releases Birth Certificate, 
Proving He was Born In The 

USA

April 27

Royal Wedding

April 29

Pope John Paul II Beautified

May 1

May 1
Osama Bin Laden Killed

             THE GREEN TEAM!!!
     By: MAtt, Anya, Noelia, Lizeth
Out of all of the teams, the green team is the one that has the most to 
do with the environment. They travel to many places including: our 
city forest, the river, the garden, Full Circle Farms, and Don Edwards 
wild life preserve. They mainly help clean up the environment at these 
spots by picking up trash and litter, testing water, and transplant trees, 
removing invasive species. 
The first place the green team goes is our city forest, where they plant 
trees, pull weeds, and water the trees that have already been planted. 
Next they go to the garden at the children’s discovery museum and 
plant plants, pull weeds, water the plants, and do activities with mu-
seum visitors. The next place they go to is Full Circle Farms where 
they help the farmers tend to their crops. The next place Don Edwards 
wild life preserve where they water native plants and get rid of none 
native plants, also they test water. They also clean 

up the Guadalupe River. When they 
were cleaning the river they found 
a laptop with the keys missing.



What Were They  
  Thinking?
      By Sarah

In July of 2008 Au-
brey O’Day had quite 
the outfit. Whether it 
was the flashing of her 
breasts or the large 
alien on her head, this 
is a no no.

Miley Cyrus showed 
up to the kids choice 
award 2009 in a white 
floor length dress. Not 
the kind of dress you 
where anywhere else 
but on a manican



Looks like Frosty the Snowman 
was turned into a cape. Lucy Liu 
stepped out in this number in 
Paris of 2008.

Fergie needs to learn 
that she is not in 
school anymore. If 
the size of her uni-
form doesn’t give it 
away, then maybe 
her fans will.

     The Orange Team
 

 The orange team starts out their 
day by visiting Estrella, a pre-school for
 low income families. Here, they encourage 
young children to reach their full potential. 
They reach out and lend a helping hand by
 reading to them and playing with them. 
Also, they have a program here at the
 museum, story time for the Wonder 
Cabinet. They all said they really enjoy 
teaching and                                             playing with the kids, they 
make an                                                       influence on the kids.  Their 
goal at                                                         Estrella is to make an environ-
ment                                                         where the kids can grow with a                                                        
strong                                                       foundation. They keep kids 
happy                                                       by giving them food and play-
ing with                                                   them while their parents are at 
work.                                                       They sleep, eat, and play on the 
playground; they make art, and read stories. Overall, the mem-
bers of the orange team enjoy working and interacting with little 
kids.



           Top 10 Movies of 2011
          By Andrew H.
1. Green Lantern        2. Transformers: Dark of 
       the Moon

 

3. Bridesmaids

    4. The Hangover Part II

5. Super 8

There would be more jobs at hospitals but they would not be paid as 
much as they are now.
 Tons of jobs would be took away from law enforces all over 
the United States and more countries. We would not be able our lives 
as happy people we would have to be out defending ourselves and our 
property. We would live hectic lives and we would not be able to do 
anything fun. Fun is important in our lives or there would be no point 
in living life if we didn’t get to have any fun along the way. Fun is 
how we enjoy ourselves and have fun with other people. Fun is almost 
like an everyday activity because we probably laugh or do something 
fun each day that we enjoy. Without laws we would not be able to have 
fun in our lives. Our lives would be miserable, but now that we have 
laws we can have fun and enjoy our lives.



6. X-Men: First Class       7.  Soul Surfer 

8. Hanna      9. Rio 

10. Red Riding Hood

What Would We Do Without Laws
 There are many laws in the United States and many of which 
we do not even think about. Laws can come in many varieties and 
are almost included in everything you do on a regular day. Laws can 
go from sports to government laws of the state. Laws can be broken 
and severe punishments will occur to the one who doesn’t follow the 
rule. When you think of laws you think of punishment and all the bad 
people who disobeyed them. Why would you disobey a rule? It will 
only end in consequences and you know you will get in trouble. Either 
if it’s stealing an item from a store (shoplifting) or cheating on a test 
and getting all the answers is still not the right thing to do. You look at 
the item you stole when you come to see it again and you feel guilty of 
committing a crime. That’s why laws are in affect they let people see 
that if they do a wrong thing they will be punished. Laws help in every 
day society. We would probably not have a great country if we had no 
rules. If you think of it, you might even be dead by now because some-
one might have a gun and be shooting at people randomly just because 
they knew there would be no punishment.
 There would be no jails and prisons without rules. Prisons and 
jails are good because they will keep deadly people out of our every-
day lives. With prisons and jails there would be fewer jobs in the coun-
try because we would not be in need of workers if no one ever went to 
a prison or jail. The same with police officers we would not need them 
in our society and there would be more crashes and accidents because 
of speeding and running through red lights. There would be almost 

no jobs as a 
police officer 
or a guard at 

a prison or jail. 
This would 
make hos-
pitals more 
hectic with 
more and 
more patients 
every day. 



  Here Comes The Sun
How 2012 Is Becoming A Reality

 by Jonathan
 From the period of February 9th to February 16th, 2011, 3 massive solar 
eruptions erupted from a Jupiter sized sun spot, sending missile charged plasma par-
ticles towards Earth at speeds of 550 miles per second. It was the largest X-class so-
lar flare seen since December 2006. By the 17th, it disrupted satellites, radio signals, 
and electrical grids worldwide, and completely jammed radio signals in Southern 
China, even though it was reflected off of our atmosphere.
 One spectacular thing that did occur  was that The Northern Lights display 
further south on Valentine’s Day, and all of Britain could see them, much brighter 
and more active than usual.
 A CME, or a coronal mass ejection, usually follows a large solar flare. 
While the solar flares were relatively large, the CME’s could be called miniscule. 
A CME could be compared to a large volcano that is flat, and has no opening. It 
“erupts”, exploding from beneath the surface of the sun, and shoots plasma and 
extreme radiation through space.
 In previous major disturbance of the Earth’s electric grid from a solar 
incident, in 1973, a magnetic storm caused by a solar eruption plunged six million 
people into darkness in Canada’s eastern-central Quebec province for 9 hours.
 We’ve had a very quiet solar cycle, a period of about 11 years in which the 
radiation levels of the sun change, making it hotter or colder on Earth. The next solar 
cycle is predicted to begin in May 2013. The type of solar cycle we are in almost per-
fectly mimics the solar cycle that ended in May 1860. And in late 1859, a MASSIVE 
CME plasma and radiation entered the atmosphere, prompting a solar storm dubbed 
the “Carrington Event.”
 It electrified transmission cables, set fires in telegraph offices, and produced 
Northern lights so bright that people could read newspapers in the usually faint 
glow. Gold miners in the Rockies woke up and began preparing breakfast until they 
realized that the Northern Lights were extremely far south. The Northern lights were 
seen worldwide during the 2 days the geomagnetic storm lasted, and radiation levels 
were extremely high, causing extreme cancer risks.
 Scientists say that if a similar event would occur today in the USA, it would 
cause $2 trillion in damage and require anywhere from 4 to 10 years to resupply 
electricity to ANYWHERE in the US. For comparison, Hurricane Katrina caused 
only $80 billion in damage, just 1/25 of the damage that could be caused.
 Going back to the solar cycle, it is proven by top scientists that in late De-
cember 2012, the Sun’s and the Earth’s magnetic fields will be aligned so that a CME 
could easily enter the atmosphere, and that the solar storm would last about 8 days. 
Radiation levels would be extremely high, and the damage could be up to $4 trillion 
dollars, for comparison, Hurricane Katrina cost 1/50 of that.

 Television Shows

Top 5 TV shows:
Criminal minds                         family guy                        

 
The Simpsons                                   jersey shore

                                                    the office

Tv ,tv,tv tv, tv  is what most people enjoy to watch little 3 year 
old to older people. Television or like most people call it tv is in 
everyones life somehow for example little kids might watch Dora 
the Explorer ,Go Diego Go, teletubbies or shows like those. Older 
10, 11 year olds might watch ICarly, big time rush or other simi-
lar shows.  while teens might watch are jersey shows, the office, 
criminal minds etc…adults are mostly into news movies ,soap 
operas and other stuff.                                                                       
Some  people might watch television to learn others just for en-
tertaintment and others to see whats going on in the world such as 
earthquakes or natural disasters.



CME Radiation Under UV LightSun Flare from 2006

Sun Flare February 13th, 
2011

 
 If the storm entered the atmosphere and struck the Earth, transformers (they 
supply electricity across the US) would explode, Lights would go out, food would 
spoil (no refrigerators), miners would have to stop mining, as electrical equipment is 
a large part of the job. That means no gas and no power, so no cars, even electrical, 
would not run. No subways, etc. Within weeks, backup generators at Nuclear Power 
Plants would run out, and the electric pumps supplying water to cooling ponds would 
shut down, heating up the nuclear generators that would eventually explode. It has 
been compared to 30 plus Chernobyls across the US alone.
 Even if the recent CME from February were to enter our atmosphere, it 
could destroy over 350 transformers. A single broken transformer costs $2,000 and 
would take 2 years to manufacture.
 How the CME strikes the planet’s electromagnetic shield determines how 
disastrous the storm will be. If its magnetic field is parallel with the Earth’s, the 
planet’s shield will replace repel it. But if its magnetic field is aligned opposite the 
Earth’s, the two magnetic fields connect, which allows the CME’s charged particles 
to enter the atmosphere. We’d better hope that the CME doesn’t strike when the mag-
netic fields are anywhere NEAR opposite.
 In one Discover magazine, Phil Phlait talks about 10 Ways The World Will 
End, and a CME is one of them. While he says that damage is not preventable, it is 
possible to prevent nuclear meltdown and power loss, but that would cost billions 
and perfect timing. His 10 ways are: asteroid impact, the only preventable one, CME, 
a supernova destroying the ozone layer, gamma rays destroying the ozone and setting 
the planet permanently on fire, getting sucked into a black hole, alien attack, explo-
sion of the sun cooking Earth to a crisp, or the death of the universe. The only two 
that can physically happen in our life are a CME or asteroid impact. Maybe alien 
invasion :P.
 But either way, brace for impact,

 The Mayans might be right.



The Green Guide
By Erik K.

 Everybody is trying 
to be “green”, but many 
don’t have the knowledge 
to make their houses and 
selves more environmentally 
friendly. So here is a guide 
that includes tips and 
projects that will make you and the world 
around you more “green”.

Green Tips and Habits
•	 Don’t leave the water running when brushing 
your teeth and fix your leaky faucets to save water.
   • Eat more organic foods.  
   This means that the food prod 
   ucts have not been treated   
   with chemicals and pesticides
   • Eat local foods. This re 
   duces the amount of fuel that  
   is wasted bringing it to your  
   market
• Circulate air using open windows to main-
tain a healthy and low pollution level in your 
house’s air
• In the summer, open the windows in the 
early morning and after dark. Close them and 
the curtains during the hottest parts of the 
day. Doing this will cool your house and will 
reduce the amount you use the air conditioning, 
which wastes fuel and creates pollution.
• Set your sprinklers to the early morning 
so that less water evaporates before it soaks 

               Osama bin Laden
           By Andrew H.

 Osama bin Laden was born on 
March 10, 1957 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. 
He was a member of the wealthy Saudi 
bin Laden family and was the founder of 
al-Qaeda, a jihadist organization respon-
sible for the 9/11 attack in 2001 in USA. 
So, that made bin Laden one of the mem-
bers in the Ten Most Wanted Fugitives, 
Most wanted terrorists and on the Ameri-
can Federal Bureau of Investigations. 
For 10 years, Osama has been hiding in 
a compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. On 
May 2, 2011, U.S. Navy SEALs and CIA 
operatives founded bin Laden and shot 
him in his compound. A few days later, 
bin Laden was buried in North Arabian 
Sea and Al-Qaeda acknowledged his 
death on May 6.



into the ground.
• Always fill your washer to its maximum 
so that you don’t waste water running extra 
loads.
• Recycle all recyclable products. For 
more info on what can be recycled, visit 
www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/
wm/recycle/recywrks/recywrks2.htm
• Take shorter showers

Projects to Make Your House Greener
• Start a compost bin in your back-
yard. Take organic products (such as fruit 
wastes), some dirt, and a lot of worms into 
a bin. Composting creates healthier soil to 
plant things in your garden
• Install “low-flow” toilets and shower 
heads that use less water
• Install eco-friendly light bulbs
• When your house is under a remodel, 
use “green construction”. Visit http://www.
calrecycle.ca.gov/greenbuilding/ for more 
information

compost bin

eco-light bulb 

(sort of)

OMG. Tumblr.
          By Sarah

Tumblr, a blogging site, 
has quickly worked its 
way close to the top of 
social networking sites. 
When you sign up for 
Tumbr you come up with 
a screen name, get to 
follow anyone you want, 
and can post practically 

anything you want. Tumblr is a way for teens to vent about the 
issues of there lives without having a ton of people worrying 
about you. You can get a laugh, have a cry, and learn about the 
lives of others. Much like Facebook, it’s really addicting!! You 
can ask people questions while being anonymous, great way to 
vent feelings. There’s movies, cat videos, pictures, quotes, quiz-
zes, everything. It’s almost like a smart phone, except you just 
can’t call anyone.



  Would You Rather
                  By: Matt

1. Grow old and be happy or 
stay young and be depressed

2. Would you rather watch a 
movie marathon or watch a TV           

marathon

3. Lick a toilet seat or BE a toilet seat

4. Live in a tree or live underground

5. Get stung by a bee or be bitten by a tick

6. Marry someone rich but ugly or marry 
someone poor but pretty

7. Live in agony or die in peace

8. Be a giant hamster or be a tiny rhino

9. Get abducted by aliens or ride a tornado

The Republicans say, we should 
have less gun control laws 
because 
it provides more safety.  To me,
 the Democrats are on this one 
too because it’s safer to have 
less fatal machines around.  
Adding to that idea, do you
 think that half the people in 
this world are even mature to
 be able to handle a machine
 like this?  And it would take 
too much time and money for 
everyone to take a test to see 
if they are mature enough to hand
-le a gun.
            Comparing both arguments, 
Democrats provide a better reasoning and point of view on these 
new laws.  Liberals have a more community sense, meaning they 
make their decisions that will help everybody in their society.  
Conservatives tend to think more about themselves and the future 
of their family.  The right side of the party looks out for the wel-
fare of everyone, and I feel that’s exactly what this country needs 



10. Be the first one alive or be the last one 
alive

11. Have a freakishly large smile or a freak-
ishly small nose

12. Have a missing toe or an extra finger

13. Have a missing finger and an extra toe

14. Hear any conversation or take back your 
words any time you want

15. Eat a shot glass full of wasps or eat a shot 
glass

16. Have a firecracker blow up in your mouth 
or drill a hole in your own head

Political Ideologies by Medini
After reviewing both political ideologies, Democrats and Republi-
cans, I believe that the arguments and ideas of the Democrats are bet-
ter suited for this country.  First of all, I believe that Democrats have 
a more open view and are more flexible with their choices, whereas 
Republicans, have very strict beliefs and usually involve religion 
into politics.  How can you possibly bring religion into politics when 
they’re two very different things?  In a way the reasoning of the 
Republicans is slightly biased by bringing their religion into political 
matters.
             From my point of view, I think
 that the Liberals have a better argument
towards some subjects.  For example, on 
the subject of abortion and why we
should legalize it.  The Democrats believe
that it is a woman’s right to decide whether
 or not to bear a child and therefore it’s legal. 
The Republicans believe that it shouldn’t be made legal because it 
was God’s will.  Again, religion and politics.  I agree with the Demo-
crats on this, because if a teenager becomes pregnant, what are the 
chances of both the mother and the child surviving?  Being a teen-
ager, she probably doesn’t have the physical strength to go through 
the birthing process.  And even then, how can you be sure that the 
baby would even survive if their not in a clean hospital being treated 
by doctors.  In most cases, you are actually making two people die, 
instead of one.  Bringing up a point, if we make abortion illegal, then 
that’s going to make even more women do it illegally, which is dan-
gerous for all women.  You also have to take consideration; that the 
case could also be rape, when it wasn’t even the girl’s fault that she 
got pregnant. 
Should she still have to carry the child?
            Going on, on the topic of gun 
control laws, I have to agree with the
Democratic views.  They believe that 
there should be more gun control laws.  



 Anthony Weiner
by Cierra H.

 Anthony Weiner sent an inappropriate picture of himself to 
six women online. He was didn’t mean to send it, it was a joke, but 
he was trying to protect his wife because he loves her very much and 
he wouldn’t want to hurt her. They brought him into court and he was 
resigned. He doesn’t see anything to violate the house. He is really 
sorry for doing that because he doesn’t want to be judged even though 
he was judged. He is a very VERY VERY VERY bad person. He sent 
his picture on facebook and other people got it on their cell phones. He 
got taken from a small group of reporters said that he sent a ‘‘x-rated.” 
He’s a “VERRY” x-rated person since he did that.

    

 Tiger Woods: Not
Recently Tiger Woods has had accounts of cheating on his wife, 
which has had a strange influwens on the golf superstar’s reputation 
which has plummeted over the last year or so by make it go down 
even quicker.

   Bill Gates: Hot
Bill Gates donates millions of dollars to malaria every year.



                                 Sleep FUN FACTS                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                               
DID YOU KNOW that you 
can never catch up on sleep!!:-(                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                      

 DID YOU KNOW that dreams usually  have something to with whats 
going on in your everyday life!
              *for example if you see a scary movie & your really scared of 
a specific scene or character you might dream that your in that scene or 
your that character.
               *another thing could be is that you really want or you like 
something so much  you dream about it.
*there was this scientist named William Dement (who is the founder of 
Stanford university’s sleep research center )was asked why do people 
sleep and he answered that the only reason he 
gave was because we get sleepy!:-0
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
*children should sleep around 7-9 hours per night
*adults should sleep around 5-6 hours per night                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                             

*babies sleep more because they burn 
energy really fast since they are growing 
really fast!

   Halle Berry: Not
Halle berry has been fighting in court for months trying to keep her 
daughter in her custody by using her ex-boyfriend’s ex-girlfriend to 
backup a relatively fake sounding story saying he uses the N-word 
allot and that her daughter cries when her father is in the house 
when on the boyfriends side of the story his friend says that he has 
been known to sewer but only when greatly provoked.

   Megan Fox: Not
The beautiful and somewhat charming Megan Fox was fired recently 
from the transformers movies for calling the director Michael bay 
Hitler and showing her true attitude.

Celebrity hot or not 
Alexon the Inside



 These are the best quotes we hear all the time in the Purple Team. We 
even made a “Quote Board” and attached it to the wall above the steps. We 
fequently cracked up over the quotes. Here is the quote board:

Here is what they say:
“We know everything about you.” (Ni) ~Nick
“Thank you for your idea” ~Purple Team
“What is your favorite dinosaur Brett? My favorite dinosaur is extinct” 
~Brett
“Stop Laughing, Stop!” ~Nick
“Your not gonna get what you want!” ~Nick
“Your not normal around little children, little children make you look nor-
mal.” ~Tyrone (Ben) 
“Ahh, My Mind! It’s Blown!” ~Casey Jane
“No My Plan is Better” ~Casey Jane

Survival Kit:
1. Have a written plan for if disaster strikes.
2. Clothing for all the people in your group.
3. Flashlights.
4. GPS/maps
5. Personal location Beacon (PLB).
6. Fire starter kit.
7. First aid kit.
8. Water treatment gear.
9. Cloth of another bright material for signaling.
10. Money.
11. Food.
12. Water.
*Everything should fit in a Backpack.



Political Round Up of the Best in 
2011

By Jason

Which one is correct?

 Today in July you always hear about political debates over 
almost anything, well it turns out that June so far has had the 
most political activity so far in 2011. 

1. On January 5, 2011. After being handed the micro-
phone the opening of the 112th Congress, Rep. John Boehner 
(R-Ohio) breaks down in tears, as he recounts how he has 
gone from being a barkeeper’s son to speaker of the House. 
Later in the day, during an interview on Fox News, when 
questioned about the bawling, Boehner cries again, explaining 
that he is a symbol of the American Dream. Once he regains 
his composure, Boehner bursts into sobs, as he outlines his 
plans to repeal President Obama’s health care legislation. “It’s 
all about the children,” he says, weeping.

2. On January 20, 2011. 
The House of Representa-
tives considers the Just Say 
No to Obama bill, a no 
binding resolution declar-
ing that the House will 
decline to consider any 
legislation proposed by the 
White House. In an inter-
view on Fox News, House 
majority leader Eric Cantor 
says, “The American public 
sent us here to say no, and 
that’s what we’re doing.” 



Rep. Michele Bachmann, however, leads a walk-out of tea 
party caucus members, who protest that the measure ought 
to be binding

3. On June 19, 2011. During an interview with student 
journalists from Starkville, Miss., Barbour, asked whether it 
was a “good thing” that the South lost the Civil War, says, 
“It’s complicated.” In a subsequent interview on Fox News, 
Barbour explains that he was “just engaging in a thought-
experiment meant to show the kids that there are no easy 
answers in life

4. On July 12, 2011. 
Barry H. Landau is recog-
nized as one of the most 
foremost collectors of 
presidential artifacts hav-
ing worked in the white 
house since the Johno-
son administration. Him 
and one other man Jason 
Savedoff is now being ac-
cused of stealing artifacts 
from the museum. The 
two men are being held in 

the Baltimore City detention center. The documents have re-
turned but could go away for a longtime for  stealing  federal 
artifacts

            BEHIND THE  ZINES         

  Do you know who are the behind the scenes people at SOS?
Do you know who are the people who run the program you come to 
every day?
 Believe or not this all works like a movie There’s behind the 
scenes people who make it all happen. Those people are like your 
team leaders.      

TEAM  LEADERS: Casey Jane, Shannon, Jennifer, David and 
,Katie.



Apple ios 4.3
By Jason

iOS Pros
	 •iOS	is	a	more	popular	operating	system	worldwide		
 for smartphones
	 •There	are	many,	many	more	apps	for	iOS	devices.
	 •iOS	also	has	a	better	digital	store	by	having	popular		
 movies tv shows books and apps
	 •iOS	has	a	better	web	browser.	(	fact:	iOS	Safari	was		
 opened sourced and now is the basis of Android web  
 brows ers)
	 •More	companies	are	integrating	their	products	first		
 with iOS Apps

 Apple iOS 4.3 allows you to create a personal WiFi 
hot spot for you and your friends.  Apple has also now 
intergrated home sharing into iOS allowing to access itunes 
libarys wirelessly. Like homesharing the y having e intro-
duced AirPlay an option enabling you to send video or 
audio through local WiFi to locations that either have an 
apple router or are compatible. Companies like Pioneer are 
already intergrating it into their AV recievers. Not a huge 
imoprovemwnt but now you can use an adaptor to connect 
to HDMI . For those parents who think there kid is spending 
money Fluffy Bunnies and Cats apps you can restrict access 
to the iTunes Store. 
 For the more musical type of people on the go, now 
you can use Garageband on your iOS devices.

George, who is Casey’s father, helped her daughter to cover it 
up to make it look like a homicide. George denied any involve-
ment with the death of Caylee, and Casey never testified. After 
Casey was not convicted of murder her attorney said this. 
"While we are happy for Casey, there are no winners in this 
case; Caylee has passed on far, far too soon. And my driving 
force for the last three years has always been to make sure 
there has been justice for Caylee and Casey. Because Casey 
did not murder Caylee. It's that simple. And today our system 
of justice has not dishonored her memory by a false convic-
tion.” Even though many people believe that Casey is guilty 
of murdering her daughter the jury acquitted her of murdering 
Caylee.



Personal Hot Spot

AirPlay Icon

Casey Anthony in June of 2008 was accused of kill-
ing her two year old daughter by covering her mouth 
with duct tape. Six months later they found Caylee, 
her two year old daughter in the woods near the An-
thony’s home. 

 

 A few  days ago Casey Anthony was found 
not guilty of the death of Caylee, many people were 
surprised because Casey was charged with seven 
accounts including, first degree murder, aggravated 
child abuse and misleading the police into the death 
of Caylee. Casey’s lead offense attorney informed the 
jury that Casey had not in fact murdered her daugh-
ter, the jury was told that she had drowned and 

 The Casey Anthony  
   Trial

By: Trevor



Global Warming                       

What is global warming?
 Global warming is the rising of Earths average 
temperature. It is a big problem because it can cause 
sea levels to rise, ocean and atmosphere temperatures 
to rise, animals go extinct, and  
extreme weather  to happen.

What causes global warming?
 Global warming is caused 
by green house gases. The 
green house gases are carbon 
dioxide, methane, and water 
vapor. The GHG (green house 
gases) let some of the heat es-
cape from Earth and 
reflects some of the heat back 
to Earth.  This keeps the Earth 
at a pleasant temperature.

What do humans have to do with global warming?
 Humans have contributed to global warming in 
many different ways. We create CO2 every time we 
drive a car (unless you have an electric car), this is 
called burning of fossil fuel. Factories, cars, and elec-
tricity production create the most GHG through burning 
fossil fuels. GHG are also released from landfills and 
agriculture.

How can I help?
    You can help in a ton of ways, but I will only mention 
a few to save you time.
1. RECYCLE
2. RIDE YOUR BIKE, THE BUS, OR CARPOOL AS OFTEN AS 
YOU CAN

rules and the ball is different. Most people do not know but Australia 
also has their own version of football which is very entertaining and 
interesting because the rules are sometimes very odd. There are people 
tackling and flying all over the place. Bloody gashes are in the skin of 
the players. All of these types of football are different and unique in 
their own way.
 There are millions of sports around the world and we will 
discover more in the future. Who knows if you will make a new sport. 
Would you make money off of that sport? Everyone can make new 
things by accident or on purpose from a great idea. Most things in the 
world are made by accident from other ideas because of a mistake. 
Maybe the next great sport will last centuries after we pass away that 
way our ancestors can enjoy a sport as much as we did. Will you make 
the next sport?



3. SPREAD THE WORD!! Tell your friends about global warming 
and how they can help!!!

Sources:
National Geographic(causes of global 
warming)
Wikipedia(global warming)                                                                                                                                         
                                           
          
          
          
  
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
                BY:
                                             ANYA H.

Everyday
 Sports are a huge part of our lives and we pretty much play 
them every day. Sports come from all of the corners of the world. The 
only one that originated in the United States was football which is so 
called America’s game. There are plenty of other sports that came from 
other countries. But, there is 
only one that came from the 
United States. Maybe a few 
others popped up along the 
way but they never got truly 
noticed like football. Football 
is the most watched sport in 
the United States because it 
is America’s original game. 
Other sports including hockey 
and baseball came from other countries such as Canada and England. 
The games are continuing to come to the United States. Even the new-
est trends like Lacrosse are also coming from other countries. Lacrosse 
comes from Canada and was originally played by the Native Ameri-
cans in Canada. 
 Most Sports have originated, been lost, then reborn again into a 
world sport. Baseball, for example is played in many different coun-
tries mostly in the Americas and Asia. In the world Baseball Classic 

teams from all over the world come 
to compete against other players from 
different countries. All of the teams in 
the World Baseball Classic have lots 
of different styles but they all have one 
thing in common, they all play by the 
same rules. Rules are important so the 
World Baseball Classic can’t have that 

many arguments about the rules during a game. 
 There are other sports that are played with different rules in dif-
ferent countries. For example, football has many different variations in 
different countries. The original football originated in America, while 
there are other countries that make different versions of that game. 
Rugby is also popular and is very similar to football but has different 



                               VACATIONS!!!!!!!

   What do you think of when someone says the word vacation?  Do  
you think of Hawaii or the desert?

   Most people think of a tropical area. This includes beaches and              
waerfalls. Near tropical places near you is like Yosemite and Santa 
Cruz.On vacation time  you can go to Miami or hawaii. Also if you just 
want to see monuments you can go to places like New York.New York 
is a beatiful place to go to if you don’t want to get sunburn.

     Though everyone has different 
     opinions about a summer vacations 
     like you may like to get sunburn and like the deserts.

 Personality Quiz      
 by  Cierra   H.                            

What do you like to do inside?

A. watch t.v
B. read a book                                                          
C. do family activities
What do you like to do outside?

A. go on a bike ride
B. walk the dog
C. hang with friends
Who is is your best friend in your school? 

A. Your teacher
B. Your friend
C. Your custodian

What sport do you like to watch on t.v?

A. Vollyball 
B. Hockey
C. Football

What’s your favorite color?        
                                                              
A. Red 
B. Yellow
C. Blue

What’s your favorite genre of music?

A. Hip hop
B. Rap
C. R/B



Legalizing Marijuana

The legalization of marijuana has been a big contro-
versy in the United States. There are many pros and 
cons to legalizing the plant. The list below states 
pros and cons to the controversy.

PROS:
•	 Drug	trafficking	will	go	down.
•	 Crime	rates	will	decrease.
•	 Pot	relieves	various	medical	conditions	(Mari-
juana is less toxic to the body than many drugs 
found at pharmacies) 
Financial	Benifits•	

Unusual Sports in the Olympics
By :Anya 
There are many unusual sports across the world. The list could go on forever. So to 
shorten things up I am going to tell you about some unusual sports in the Olym-
pics.
  One of the Olympic summer sports is fencing.  Fencing is the sport of 
sword fighting. There are three weapons; foil, epee, and sabre.  The weapons are 
not sharp but the fencers still have to wear stuff for extra protection. In fencing they 
fence bouts; usually you have to get five touches to win a bout, sometimes fifteen 
touches! There are many clubs in the bay area if you want to check out this awe-
some sport!
 Another unusual sport is archery. Archery uses a bow to fling an arrow at 
a target. Archers score points by hitting rings on the target. There are ten rings each 
with a value of 1-10. The middle circle is worth 10 points. There are many places to 
check out archery so try this unusual sport.
 One unusual winter sport is curling. In curling the curlers slide a rock 
down the curling sheet ( a strip  of ice) trying to get the stone as close to the button 
as possible. The curlers use a curling broom or brush to push the stone. Curling  is 
thought to have started in medieval Scotland. There is evidence that curling existed 
in Scotland in the early 16th century. If you would like to try this sport there are 
places around the bay area to check it out.
 Another unusual winter sport is luge. Luge takes place on a track called a 
spiral. The spiral is a course covered in ice. The athletes slide down the spiral in an 
open sled feet first. The athletes have to lean side to side to make curves without 
crashing. This is a very awesome sport!  
 Sources: Thinkquest.org( unusual sports in the Olympics)



CONS:
•	 marijuana	will	erode	the	drugs-are-danger-
ous message

Stoned driving and other dangers would be in-•	
creased
Legalization would increase the chances of the •	
drug	falling	into	the	hands	of	kids.	
Some consider use of the drug as morally wrong.•	

There are many other pros and cons that other peo-
ple will come up with depending on which side they 
are on.

http://legalizationofmarijuana.com/

downright wrong and is against the laws of nature.
   Although both of these arguments are good ones, there 
are still even more arguments to be heard which, I think, are also very 
accurate. The first of these is the idea that if same sex marriage was 
legalized, it may pave the road for some of the types of marriage that 
are truly frowned upon by the public. These include polygamy and 
marrying animals and objects. This could start a mass riot against our 
government’s views on marriage. Some people think that it could also 
weaken the definition and respect for the institution of marriage.
 I think that while all of these arguments are very accurate and 
persuasive, gay marriage will become legal at some time in the future. 
I think this because of the idea that every person should have the same 
rights, which I fully believe. However it is also good to look at both 
sides views, in all cases.



     Planned Parenthood
   By Sarah

   
 Trusted health care pro-
vider, informed educator, a pas-
sionate advocate. If someone 
would tell you these words you 
would think they are describ-
ing a well known hospital, not a 
sexual and reproductive health 
care advocate and provider. 

Planned parenthood has been providing education and medical help 
for men and women for almost 90 years. They perform abortions, dis-
tribute contraceptive devices and birth control, and provide emotional 
help for those you need it. In the spring of 2011 the Republican House 
of Representatives challenged the federation by trying to cut the 
funding. Republicans want to cut the program because on average the 
federation receives $1 billion dollars yearly. But it’s not the amount of 

money used, it’s the reason 
for the money. Planned 
Parenthood provides help 
for the young men and 
women with sexual prob-
lems, abortions, and birth 
control. A large popula-
tion believes that abortion 
should be illegal or at least 
something you have to pay 
more for. Yet most of the 
people that get abortions 
at planned parenthood are 
raped or young. Those who 

            Cons Of Same-Sex Marriage
The concept of same sex mar-
riage has been a very controversial 
topic for many years; however it 
has been popping up a lot more 
now. The main reason for this is the 
new law debate over whether or not 
to make same sex marriage legal. 
There are many arguments for same 
sex marriage, and most of them 
are very accurate, however there 
are also many arguments against 

same sex marriage. Most people think that automatically homo-
sexual people should be able to marry because they are humans, and 
therefore should have the same rights as hetero-
sexual people. These people would be right to 
some extent; however they are not looking at the 
economic side of the issue. This is the main rea-
son that the government is still debating over the 
issue. For instance, if homosexuals had the right to marry, the price in 
health insurance for married couples would go up. The reason for this 
is that the more people there are who are trying to get insurance, more 
money is needed to support these plans. Also a lot of people feel that 
if we strongly do not believe in something, that we should not have 
to pay taxes for it. I can understand that argument, however it is not 
a very strong one because the public is already paying taxes on wars, 
and most of the public does not believe that war solves the world’s 
problems.
 That is the political side of the argument, but that is not the 
only side! There are also the religious views on same sex marriage. 
Many religions, including, but not limited to, Christianity, Zoroastrian-
ism, Sikhism, Jainism, Islam, and Judaism think homosexuality should 
stay unlawful. This proves that many religions do not believe in ho-
mosexuality or the idea of same sex marriage. Most of these religions 
believe that the idea of same sex marriage is not necessarily bad, but 



receive a abortion oblivi-
ously feel different than 
people think they do.  
“About four years ago 
I was date raped. Terri-
fied of pregnancy, I went 
to the nearest Planned 
Parenthood and obtained 
Plan B to ensure I would 
not become pregnant. I 
cannot stress the impor-
tance of your existence; 

my life could have been very different without access to a Planned 
Parenthood clinic.” It’s women like this who deserve to have the right 
of getting a abortion. Christians are against abortions because the act 
of killing a baby is looked down upon. Also any form of birth control 
is frowned upon, which planned parenthood is known for. It doesn’t 
matter if you’re young, old, gay, or straight, planned parenthood will 
be there for you for as long as it can, whether you like it  or not.

Gay Rights
Alex 

 

Same sex marriage, a little bit of a touchy subject among the people 
of California, but one that must be touched on none the less. For me, 
same sex marriage is one of those political arguments that just don’t 
seem to go away. A couple years ago there was a vote that Gay mar-
riage should be legal, and the pro gay group won. However after they 
won the Catholic Church demanded that they change the vote, declar-
ing that marriage is to be between a man and a woman no less. De-
spite the poles the Church won.
 To be honest I don’t get what the whole problem is. When two 
people love each other they should have the right to be with each 
other. I don’t care what the church says. Anyway in our constitu-
tion it clearly says separation between church and state. However 
the Church constantly demands that same sex marriage is bad. 
For instants, recently the church- who runs most of the adop-
tion programs, has recently refused to give kids to gay or lesbian 
couples saying that they would rather close then give a child to 
a gay family, and in doing so says that they would rather have a 
child go hungry and unloved for the rest of their life then have a 
family that’s gay. 



Most Likely To… 
(FROM THE STAFF 
OF CDM)  

Live In The Woods Playing The Guitar:  Ryan S.

Become Mad Hatter:  Megan

Become The Next Russell Peters: Brett

Become The Artist of Spirited Away:  Audrey  

Claim To Be The Real Messiah: Joey 

Pop That Bubble: Kevin

Win The Lottery But Lose The Ticket: Casey Jane

Move To Japan: Katie

Design Clothes For Taylor Swift: Nora 

Next Olympic Gold Medalist:  Alejandro 

Do A Really Good Job:  Analuna 

GREEN AUTHENTIC: 
 green cherry earrings 

                                         
                                                    
                                                 BLUE EVERYDAY: 
                                                 leather blue bag   
 

                                             PURPLE WATCH: 
                                              shiny purple watch

         2  0  1  1       F  A   S  H  I   O  N    !!!!!!!



Return As An Intern:  Andrea

Win: Ryan H.W.

Become A Competitive Airplane Dancer: David

Be Nick G’s Sister: Jenn

Quit Because He Lost A Game: Nick T.

Be Everyone’s Mom: Emma

The Next President Of The United States: Omar

Prevent 2012 From Occurring: Nick G.

Become The Next Dr. DoLittle: Shannon 

Capture The Flag Or Win A Limbo Contest: Matt Zane

                         2011 FASHION
SPRING:                                      SUMMER:
    *60s coats                              *try something 
    *slinky 70s dresses                anything, silver
    *military(ish) jackets             *throw on a white
     *high-waisted flare jeans       shirt (his or yours)
     *flatforms                                 *mini dress
           FALL:                                                                                  * 
white jeans           *anything peplum                    *anything white j
ust                                                                                                                                 
*the slit-up-to-there skirt            what you like                                                                    
*a little lace here                    WINTER:
 A little lace there                     *Dark color dresses                                        
*choker necklaces                     *Black, white and,                                 
*bright\ neon pants                   gray knee length 
                                                           coats                                                                                                                                      
                CASUAL EVERYDAY!!!                
   
                                                                                                              
    RED FORMAL:
   red silky dress with black  tuxedo          

YELLOW CASUAL:
yellow nike heels
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SUMMER OF SERVICE!!!!!


